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that would put a deer to

shame

past

other leading
all
to describe the

contenders.

Só đispensing

take great pleasure
with
descriptive adjectives
race,
at this time in extending congratulations and hearty pat on the back to Pte.
Mc Intyre, Pte. Dance, Pte. Turpin and L/Cpl. Dance for a đuty performed above and
beyond the
is men like these that make the 48th Highlanders a
call of duty.
anymore

we

It

proud and loved regiment.
has been my duty to write this article for the "falcon"
in passed years
and each
congratulate "C" Coy for a job well done on the Coy
year at this time
Camp
home
This year we did
and
the Coy Liner Flag.
at
again.
lines
bringing
mnuch
know what
say too
on this score as you
not
is to
an honour
all
will
have
hanging once more on the wall of "Charlie" Coy.
Congratulations to L/Cpl. Brooks and L/Cpl. Stewart on completion of the Jr.
men
seems
of "C" Coy,
T.C.C. course.
that there is love and warmth in the
mad.
becoming fathers
ald heno
they are
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boy, then L/Cpl. Steart and a a
Cpl. Snow, with a
daughter, and now not breaking rhe tradition along comes Pte. Stan Bowman with a
on the 23rd of June. Congratulations Stan, from
of us. Last but
by far girl the least is another member of Charlie Coy who has been keeping the home
uct
firss burning and that of course is our Coy. Commander Major Lowndes who had as he
preicted, another
on the 29h of August.
this keeps up Sir, I'm
girl Lots
of luck from
of us.
sure you'11 reach your quota.
There is another chap in the Coy who year after year goes about his regular
think this fellow's job is probably the most
routine of being our Coy Clerk.
He does a
unrecognised job there is, by his fellow highlanders.
great job and
he
be
01
on
doing.
should
the fine job
Congratulations
heartily congratulated
2
L/Cpl. Basil Parkman, from everyone in the Coy.
We
wish at this time to welcome into the Coy, some fine recruits such as
Pteis NcLeod, Anderson, Fyan, and Dowson, and to Pte. Williams who has returned
u from the
active army. Also welcome to Lt. Dinsmore, our new training.
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vould like to add a few words about "C" Coy s Dance Party, that was held on
Saturlay, Get. 8th in A" lecture room. Thanks should be given to Charlie Coy's
Social Committee (C.C.S.c.) and the men affiliated with the committee for a most
wonderful and successful party and dance.
was well-planned and well-organized
and thanks goes out to those
and
girlfriends of some of the men who
mothers
wives,
was
prepared the lovely buffet that
set before
think the one sure way to
keep our wives and girlfriends happy
to have more parties and social functions
army
such as this, becenbe
our
ater all, they would like to have a part
life
This
an sure of.. So what do you sey fellows, bring your girls down.
One
gentenan and his wife who were guests of "C" Coy, sturprisingly enough won
of cur spot dances. They were Lt. Col. Macintosh and Mrs. Macintosh, who we
Cre
Would love to have
as our guests again at any of our forthcoming events. Also
Sgt. Kajor HeGiaughlin of the Cadets was on hand for the festivities.
Thus ends
Coy News,
until next time when: "The pen gets
thia edition of Charlie
damn hord
heavy and the fingers get
to write anymore!
sore, and its too
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of another yeer with much hard training and good fun
we
can now begin parades with increased
holidays over

more wide awake members of the company have already observed, there have
changes nade (from the song of the same name)
the higher company brass.
CongratMajor Haldenby has been promoted (?) to the position of training adjutant.
the best of luck, have a real go
Capt. (0ld One Tail) Brown
lations and
formerly the 21/c is now the company commander. The
by Major Haldenby
been some

all

in

S--,'

vacancy

left

11.

is

a big one but with the co-operation that only Support Company is capable of
giving we know he will do a good job.
With most of us trying to qualify for the second half of our group one-trades
for more money,
pay, there is much concentrated !hard work ahead. This time
it is planned
boys, so lets really go, go, go
At least one week-end scheme
for the
These
18 to 19th of November and
give us
a couple of Sundays will be thrown in.
an opportunity to accomplish some of the practical field training that
compulsory
for the trades grouping as well as having a good get-together.
The policy laid down by Major Haldenby with respect to recruits
is still in
effect, need more be said? Let's go you salesmen
Camp
Despite our setback in the military competitions at
this year, we can't
was the B.T.F.E. Year
complain, "You cannot win them
In
fact
this
year
(Beat the Forty-Eight Year) and all
they really had a hard time. A new member of the

is

company's women's auxiliary
4 Oct. 1955.
"Its a Girl",
(Note to

is

he

!

!".

was announced by Mr. Whiteacre, ETA, 1615
was emblazened
in pink on the wrapper of

hours,

a might fine

paymaster, can Mr. Whiteacre collect trades' pay for this?).
Item --Deplorable Lack of Civilian Observation:
the eagle on the beck of
aboy in black denim trousers that everybody is singing about
in reality a
Sgt.Grant.
'falcon'. Really, a deplorable lack of observation.
Mortar Platoon: Sad news, Tweedy (Harry Dixon) has gone West---to make his
going to supply
fortune in oil. This future oil tycoon with his first million
the platoon with the following: 1
Gold plated mortar and diamond studded bombs,
-Mortar carrier, style, Cadillac!
Well we didn't win the competition at Camp,but w did accomplish ore thing,
there certainly has been a tremendous increase in emortar training in certain,
The competition is almost getting interesting.
not
Infantry units in Toronto.
Congratulations are in order to Pte. Holmes for passing part
of the Jr.
Camp
NCO's
Couchman, and Ptés. Fowlston, and Blythe
course at
as well as to Sgt.
for completing the first half of their group one trades payl
Further heartiest congratulations to Mr. Whiteacre and, his wife on the arrival
their daughter on the 4th of October. This will make a good celebration on the
Watch for
stag planned for the mortar platoon in the near future.
SIGNALS:
That old gang of mine and how good
Hello One
to be back
with them for another year. Sgt. Jack (Cookie) Cook is leaving us after 6 years
the best of
diligent service. This is a real loss, so long, Cookie and
luck, however, do not forget us.
The recent clean-up
in the Sigs Room has had everyone checking the door twice
to make sure they are in the right room.
Even the Sigs personnel were caught
the act.
Good work to
the Sigs at camp, they qualified as group
infantry Signallers
and congratulations to
Pte. Deacon who topped the whole course.
Good RT. be accurate, concise and
readable, thus OUT.
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spite of the continued hot weather during the summer there has been considerable activity in the Club and outside.
In June, the Annual Picnic was the best
attended to date.
Warriors Day Parade was well attended and the Drill Team under
the guidance of CSH Al Turner did a very good job. Better luck next year and here's
hoping that they take the
first prize.
The 0.C.A.
Regimental small bore shoot was a great success and wound up with
a social evening in the Pine Room at the Club. Re sults were as follows:-

In

12,
Trophy
CSM

W.A.

Sgt.

J.

CSM H.

Winner

Hakins

(GM)

Ashling

CSM

0.C.A.

Match

bada

Geo. Milligan Match
Geo. M. Emslie MM Match

The

Aggregate
Regiment

Match

Maj. W. C. MacDonald

Pte.

Match

Borland Match

Kneeling

V.

Drum Major
D. Benson

0/C

Lt.-Col.

Elms

G.A.Fraser,CD

J.

"Blackie" MacDonald
-Sitting
СQM W.
Standing
Trent
The Regiment 940 to 939
10 Best Scores S

--Armistice Memorial Dinner this year

be held on Saturday, 5th November
will
Don't forget the Annual Memorial
at 7.00 p.m. in the Auditorium of the Club.
Parade to the Regimental Cenotaph at Queen's Park, Sunday, November 6th.

THE PIPE
another
aWell,
no new. faces have

BAN

has come and gone. Foster Hewitt has his tonsils primed;
seen on the Argo bench for almost a week and Cliff Lumsden
other words things are back to normal and with the advent
dried out at last.
Fall Parades we look forward to the social events of the coming months and what
be some interesting Friday evenings "beating the Regimental area".
promises

is
of

summer

been

In

to
Highlight of another busy summer (if you discount the furor raised by sundry
individuals who persisted
rinsing themselves in Lake Ontario) was Camp NiagaraEighteen of us enjoyed the full week's stay while we received reinon-the-Lake.
Sunday "do" at
forcements from Toronto for the
Fort George---and what a Sunday!
Why
happened to be in
HotHotHot
was as hot as the inside of----well,
!!!
it following our return to Camp that day you
the showers immediately
you'11 know what
!
448th Highlander
described the day with as
we mean A very hot and bothered
!
expressive a simile as you'1l ever hope to hear
The Pipe Band
this year's camp chiefly for the prowess of the Band
will recall
by Drummer Gord Rankin (he also plays badminton, cribfootball team. Captained
and the mouth organ)
the team included Ken Well, Don Fletcher,
bage, the bugle
Ross Stewart,
Booker, Bod Spears,
Jim MacPherson, Reay MacKay,
Gilmour,
Bill

in

if

Bill
of the Military Band. These worthies played like ruddy
internationals in holding a strong Toronto Scottish Pipe Band squad to a 0-0 tie
in an overtime game on a sizzling afternoon. An anti-climax followed the folStu White and Jim Fleming,

lowing day when "our side" scored a rather easy 2-0 victory over a team from
the Regimental Sports,
Gilmour
the Irish Pipe Band. We also took part
and Stu White placing high in the three-legged race while Reay MadKay had to
abandon a promising showing in the foot races in order to take part in the abovementioned football game with the Scottish. And, oh yes, we seem to recall some
!
pretty successful parties during that week
For the 10th successive year since the end of the war we travelled the Highland
Games
garnering 1 first and 8 seconds in 9 tries. This brings our 10-year
circuit
63
104
prizes
total to
tries. Our
firsts, 27 seconds, 10 third and 4 fourth and
MacKay
entrants
particularly
Gilmour
Reay
placed high
individual piping
the prize lists.
you spot a pipe band drummer staggering out of the drum room some night appar(beg
ently on the verge of apoplexyWe don't become alarmed, he's been blowing
pardon) sounding his bugle.
took some bugles to camp this summer and at this
writing have 3 drummers in good "sounding" condition!
The first parade night saw a "Chinese Night" held in the Band Room. At 11: p.m.
we had a selection of Chinese food brought in (piping hot) from the "Rice Bowl"
Open House the
Yonge Street.
following Friday
Love that sweet and sour stuff !!
on
Gordon at mixing those
was another good
guy
than
Pete
Never
night.
a handier
cocktails! (Pass the alcohol, please).

in

in
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Asincere vote of thanks to Mrs. Keeling for doing a remarkable renovation
8ITT job
Drummers' feather bonnets.
would be interesting to hear how and where
your good lady acquired thisskill, Captain Keeling. How about a word in the next
Falcon?
Incidentally our thanks are due also to Captain Keeling and Major Brown
for leading us in song at. one of the Camp parties. We feel sure that alil who
!
were present appreciated the refreshing lyrics learned on
this occasion
Those who
were fortunate enough to see the Scots Guards concert at Maple Leaf
a
Gardens, October 11,
that cannot be matched on this side of the
saw spectacle
The playing
water for unhurried elegance.
of the pipes and drums and Military
Band was of course
a treat in itself, but even more impressive was the quiet precision of the foot drill and the general bearing of the Bandsmen. A truly
wonderful sight indeed.
has noi
We
would like to express our appreciation to Drummer George Baker who prepared an interesting article for the May issue of the Falcon. Unfortunately somewhere in the mail between George's home
in Port Credit and the Orderly Room the
come to
manuscript became lost.
Should
in a future issue.
it the storklight
it will appear
has visited
Since we last appeared in print
the Elms (boy), the
Spences
Wakefields (boy), the
(girl) and the Flemings (two--count 'em !) - (boys)
and the old Bird
around the Pipe Band. This year's Band
isgoing hovering
Christmas tree
resemble Kids Day at the "Ex". Pass the formula, Dad !
to
is
Well that's
now from the Pipe Band who leave you to ponder on the unit for
happy fate of the
obliging young Kitchenware clerk who got a smack in the face
from the young bride who asked for a
'oven !
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BARBARIANS

Up spoke

the young bold gentleman,
T'was Binney, he, by name
And with a wrath that
left no doubt
Did slur my native hame.

nd

Is

Isall

And so did speak this officer
A gentleman by
birth
education must be great
we cause him so much
mirth.

His
Of

I'll

that

yell.

He

made

Another

n0

railroad track.

fiend of

make
Did
They

the
say his

evil

name

telephone

was

Bell.

know
Another avage man
Who
Sna
never saw a house
Tore a field apart one day
Just to catch a mouse !
The fiendish stuff they dare
to write
That made you sc eam, not smile
That hellish thing, Calleo Ivanhoe
Or maybe, Treasure Isle.
you expect that much from savages
know
At least
can
Since they. never. read your comic books
Or heard of Superman.

I

I

for
As
And
I've

bosnel

a

great renown
Straight from the coals of Hell

We

nt efoltn s nost

et

nd

Another known as Stevenson
A savage, painted black
Did do a great barbaric deed,

Still

But stay awhile my noble friend
you, a tale
tell
this barbaric land of mine

And savages

dirty savage
one day dare to dream

without education
Did try to harness steam.

kilt

"Ah
To

Did
And

"A crowd of howling savages
These men that
wear the
With squawking cats beneath their arms
And nere have hydro
built.
Tis Listerine they advertise
The way they burr and
spit
And oh! they're mean, these
highlanders
Upon
their hands they sit
Their lack of education
tade odeye
surely sad to see
Barbarians, Barbarians
they'll ever be."

If !

A poor and

A

I

having Hydro

built

wires slung around
got news

lay ours,

for

in

you, my friend
the ground.
(contimued)

14.

we'll speak of squawking cats,
That you say sound so droll
I'd rather hear them any day.
Than your rock, rattle and
Now

1l

noble friend
the pot
Cause this
very day, the !news I've heard
Your Dad's a savage Scot
--written by James McLeary
-Dedicated to a friend.

Sfes

ey

roll!

Sodo

As the

slur, my
kettle does

not

efeal

"Dand", who wishes to be kmown in this way, is a veteran of the Gordon HighHe watches and admires the
landers and a close friend of Pipe Major Fraser.
Band.
and
Regiment
especially the Pipe
Here is his expression of admiration and encouragement
for which we return our
warmest thanks and hope we may always merit

THE

48TH

O
N

it.

PARADE

is

the 48th go on Parade
The Pipe Band leads the big parade
One tune they
Donald Dhu
play
a waggin' and their
With their

The R.S.M.
As he walks

The Drummers

Military Band is going to play
"Old Soldiers Never Die"
"Bonnie Jockie, Blythe and Gay",
And "Gening Thro! the Rye".

When

will
kilts
sporrans t0o.

is

before his Band
dressed up he looks

he's

grand

all

hand

Ashe

steps

his stick
right

in

his good right

out behind the Band.

48th when they go on
Parade
them, come
you would like to join
along
!
For you can't go wrong in the 48th
by "Dand"
written
--And

Drum Major walks

When

carries

The

in the 48th Band
finest drummers in the land
drum the time so
very fine
keep the 48th in line,

Are the
They
They

He

sharp as steel
along from Toe to Heel

so

But when he starts to twirl his stick
That's the thing that does the trick.

NEW ANTI-TANK

that's the

If

--

WEAPO

qualities of accuracy and penetration has
in Canada, it was announced recently at National Defence Headquarters.
is of special interest to the Canadian Army since it is the first

A new anti-tank weapon with superior

been developed
The weapon

complete weapon, ammunition and fire control system that has been designed, developed
and manufactured in Canada.
The "Heller", as the new weapon is known, results from extensive research,
Defence
and development
Canadian
design

undertaken by the

Research Board at

its

The concept
Armament Research and Development
Establishment at Valcartier, Que,
of the weapon and its special characteristics originated with the Canadian Army.
The Directorate of Armament Development, Canadian Army, was the responsible design
authority which closely monitored the work and provided detailed collaboration at
stages of development.
Canadian Army technical officers, working at CARDE,

all

contributed jointly with the scientists to the project's success.
and rocket launcher, the "Heller" is primarily
A combination recoilless
rifle
an infantry weapon which allows the foot-soldier to engage enemy armour much more
effectively than was possible with similar weapons used during the Second World War.
The "Heller" fires a projectile which burns through heavy armour and generates
such intense heat that
a hit almost anywhere on a tank will ensure its destruction.
be
The "Heller", easily carried by
fired from the shoulder while
a soldier, can
standing, kneęling or sitting. A permanently attached tripod also affords ground

level firing

Army

Journal.

from a

lying position.

-condensed

from an

article in

The Canadian
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Cleaning of rifles:
1.
brush and dry 4x2 cloth.
needed
ing paste
if
barrel with varsol,
and dry thoroughly,

regularly

each day

Between

2.

and

after

After daily

firing

oil.
If
at least three

days.

matches

(a)

pull

oil
stiff

through with dry

4x2

and clean, (b)

bristle
Anti-foul-

on a 4xl cloth followed by
bristle brush, (c) Wash out
and dry, (a)
Ammonia with 4xl
cloth, leave a few minutes
and (e)
week.
to be stored for more than
Clean

3.
4.
for

Wash brushes and

5.

kit

a

Finish with

vaselene

with

oil

or heavy grease.
in varsol before putting away.

Cleaning kit should consist of: 1. Lubrication
brushes,
cloth, 3. Parker Hale cleaning rod, .303, 4. Bristle and brassoil,
x2
•303,
5. Pull through with bristle brush attached.,
6. Anti-fouling paste
B.S.A., 7. Ammonia, 8. Varsol, 9. Wiper cloth.

2.
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TARTANS

Tartan retains its popularity with Scots both at home and abroad whilst
its
gay colours and attractive appearance fascinate the peoples of other nations.
Never before have so many people shown so much interest in tartans although from
time to time during the past century the wearing of tartan became fashionable
throughout the country.
What
is tartan? Tartan
a woven material, generally of wool, having stripes
different colours and varying in breadth. The arrangement of colours is alike
warp and
weft---that is, in length and width--and when woven, has the appearance of being a number of squares intersected by stripes which cross each
other.
By changing the colours and
varying the width and number of stripes, different
patterns are evolved.
Tartan patterns are called "setts" and by this is meant
the complete pattern, and a length of tartan is made by repeating the pattern,
sett, over and over again.
The history of
tartan, while interesting,
also controversial, and from
time to time discussion has arisen regarding the antiquity of Clan
tartan.
Arguments are generally involved and
can only be understood by those who have
studied the subject.
References to tartan in early literature supply ample proof that tartan was
What may be the earliest
worn many centuries ago.
written reference to tartan
contained in the accounts of the treasurer to King James
in the year 1471
where mention
made
of tartan purchased for the use of the King and Queen.
is improbable that the early tartans were as gaily coloured or as tastefully arranged as were the tartans of later years. The skill of the weaver and
the availability of plants likely to supply vegetable dyes, were the chief
factors in determining the sett of a tartan.
Colours used would be restricted
As chemical dyes became
to the plant dyes found within the various districts.
more common, the weavers enlarged their range
colours and introduced more colourful variations to the old patterns. When limited to vegatable dyes, the people
of each district were forced by circumstances to use the same colours
their
tartans and
is probable that the people of the various districts were recognized by the colours in their tartans. District tartans, as these early patterns
are called, might also have served as the Clan tartan, because the people inhabiting Clan districts were, as a rule, members of the same Clan. By adding a stripe
different colour or by varying the arrangement of colours
is thought that
branches of the Clan evolved their own tartans, yet by the similarity of pattern,
they displayed their kinship with the main Clan.
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What may be the earliest recorded reference to a Clan tartan
appears in a
Crown Charter of 1587 to Hector MacLean of Duart, wherein the few duty payable on
the lands of Narraboll, Islay, is stated to be sixty ells of cloth, of white,
black and green colours. These colours correspond to the colours in the tartan
MacLean hunting, but
we now
doubtful
their exact arrangement was the

o

is
if
same as that in use at the presentit time.
CLAN
Vritten evidence regarding the use of
tartans prior
oden are not available.
is generally supposed that each
call

to the Battle of CullClan had a special
by
own
as a means of identof
the
Clan
the
which
clansmen
of
pattern
vas worn
its
as a symbol of Clan kinship.
ification and absence
From this
of written proof, critics maintain that CLAH tartans as we
know them to-day are modern inventions, probably dating from the Battle of Cullaver
oden.
The se critics
that while tartan cloth is undoubtedly ancient,
meaning
and
has no Clan
that the clansmen wore the tartan of their fancy and
The evidence of the
that inside each Clan the people wore a medley of tartans.
and eighteenth centuries is sometimes accepted
of
the
seventeenth
oil paintings
Many gemuine
show figures
as proof to support the critics' claims.
oil paintings
Highland dress, but the dress displays different tartans in vests, coats and
should, therefore, be pointed out that the figures depicted are usualplaids.
gentlemen of importance and
is well known that gentlemen dressed differently
One famous
from the ordinary clansmen.
painting does show ordinary clansmen.
This painting was executed at the command of the Duke of Cumberland end was paintThe
between regular
ed by the French artist Morier.
scene depicts an encounter
troops of the British Army and some Highland clansmen. Jacobite prisoners were
Here again the Hightaken from the Tower of London to pose for this picture.
landers are shown wearing a variety of tartans in coats, vests and kilts, not
and
one pattern being recognizable
unlike any tartan known to-day. Too much
be
on
importance should not
this painting. The brutal treatment of the
placed
Jacobite prisoners of war, who were of ten stripped own their clothing, makes
clothing.
unlikely
highly improbable that the men were wearing their
that the captors would have taken the trouble to supply the men with their own
Clan tartens.
While this pairting is interesting as illustrative of Highland dress
T
of the period, and the artist had the reputation of being accurate in copying
should not be accepted as irrefutable proof that there were no Clan
details,
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Several writers have given descriptions of tartan which might infer that Clan
tartans were worn before the Battle of Culloden, although they do not call them
Clan tartans.
Martin in his Description of the Western Islands of Scotland,
published in 1706, tells us, "...Every Isle differs from each other in their
This Humour is
fancy of making Plads, as to the Stripes in Breadth and Colours.
as different thro the main Land of the Highlands,
in-so-far that they ho have
Man's Plad, to guess the
seen those Places, are able, at the
first view of a
These words would seem to imply that the people of
Place of his Residence..."
each isle and district wore a common pattern whereby a stanger might identify

their Clan district.
After the Jacobite

defeat at the Battle of Culloden in 1746 the Government
determined to purge the Highlands of
unlawful elements and to destroy the Clan
system. Accordingly an Act of Parliament was passed which not only aimed at the
complete disarming of the Highland Clans but made the wearing of tartans a penal
This section of the act was strictly enforced. In 1782 the ban on taroffence.
tans was removed, but by this time the Highlander had become accustomed go
dress worn in other parts of the country and showed no great anthusiasm to rush
fact, become only a memory. Many of the
Tartan had,
into tartan clothing.
old weavers had died out and with their passing old patterns were forgotten.
wherever these
Interested gentlemen and organizations collected the old tartans most
could be found, and
reliable
is from these early collections that the
information can be found.
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In

1822 King George IV
visited Edinburgh and the Highland chiefs were persuaded
to attend the levies and other functions,
attired in their Clan tartans.
Almost overnight tartan became popular and all
families, who probably had never before
became
of
worn tartan,
the proud possessors
family tartans. Tailors and manufacturers alike were seldom at a loss to "find" a Clan or family tartan, but the
bitter truth
that these so-called ancient tartans were invented for the occasion.
Two gentlemen, known
as the Sobieski-Stuart brothers, and who claimed to be grandsons of Prince Charlie, supplied details of tartans to many Clan chiefs and
heads of families, claiming to have obtained
their information from some sixteenth
century manuscripts in possession.
Their failure to produce the mamuscripts for
examination cast doubts upon their information and when in 1842 they published
a
book on tartans called the
Many of
was dubbed a forgery.
Vestiarium Scoticum
the tartans in use to-day have no greater authority than this book, but their
acceptance during the past 100 years has given them an antiquity of their own.
During the second half of the nineteenth century many books were published
giving descriptions and illustrations of tartans
the authors claiming that
the patterns given were old and gemuine. To distinguish between true and bogus
Towards the end of the century many new
was becoming more and more difficult.
can be said no claims to antiquity were
tartans were invented, but of these
ever advanced.
To-day the confusion of
fifty years ago has been regulated into some semblance
order and patterns are now, more or less, standardised into recognized settings.
Although many old patterns have been preserved these merely show the beauty
of the old vegetable dyes and the hard-spun weaving of the eighteenth century.
The greatest number of
Very few of them are now recognizable as Clan tartans.
our
tartans to-day are less than 100years old; a fairly large number may be dated to
the opening years of the nineteenth century, while only a very small umber are
ancient date.
of more
Tartans are described according to the purpose for which they are named.
CLAN TARTANS
are patterns for general use by clanspeople.
is not uncommon
to find a Clan tartan of recent origin described as "Ancient Clan tartan," The use
the word "ancient" is most misleading, as
is merely an indication that the
coloured shades.
tartan has been woven
lighter
DRESS TARTANS were
originally worn by the ladies of the Clan who desired lighter
coloured patterns. As a rule they had white as the background colour and were
the Clan pattern.
variations
Wearing of dress tartan is now confined to funcMOURNING
tions and other dress occasions.
tartans were worn for the
At one time
purpose for which they were named. They were generally of black and white.
Many
are now worn as dress tartans. In recent years there has been a tendency
to refer to Clan tartans woven in light weight material as "Dress" tartan.
This
causes confusion and should be avoided.
Clans who do not possess a dress tartan
usually wear the Clan pattern, in light weight material, as a dress tartan, but
does not
description of a Clan tartan as a "Dress" tartan.
justify the
HUNTING TARTANS
worn
for sport and outdoor activities. Brown is generally
are
When
the predominant colour.
was
a Clan possessed a brightly coloured tartan
found unsuitable for hunting purposes, and hunting setts wrere devised to make the
The colours
wearer less conspicuous.
are arranged so that when concealed in the
heather, the tartan blended with the surroundings.
CHIEF TARTANS
are the personal tartans of the Chiefs and should never be worn
except by the Chief and his immediate family.
DISTRICT TARTANS
are probably the oldest of our tartans from which Clan tartans
may have developed. There
are a number of District tartans which are, nowadays,
worn by the people.residing in, or having their place of origin
the district,
always provided they are not entitled to wear.a Clan tartan.
While tartan contimues to excite the admiration of peoples everywhere,
is
impossible to lay down hard and fast rules regarding choice
tartans.
of
would-be
probability the
wearer of tartan will select the "tartan of
fancy."
One
The Royal tartans
caution may be voiced.
are for the use of the Royal family
and should not be worn by anyone outside the
Royal family except by consent.
Military tartans are for military use only.
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this addition of the Falcon we would like to tell the readers a
bit
about our Cadet Corps, it's training, organization and administration.
This year we have drawn up a training schedule which consists of a varity of
Machine Gun,
Rifle, Drill, Fundamentals, Elementary
o subjects such as: Light
and
many
divided into three divisions:
Tactics, Fieldcraft
more. This training
(a) Recruit Course, (b) Cadet Second Class, (c) Cadet First Class.
Aine W have instructors training each of these groups. The instructors are boys
who e have had
training at Camp Ipperwash for two or three years and have grading
the Reserve Unit.
of A and B which in both cases qualifies them as Junior NCOS
The job of these instructors is to teach and supervise the cadets.
Training is on both Tuesday and Friday Evenings and consists of two periods,
45
minutes long.
When
a cadet joins the corps, he is given third class cadet or recruit training
which is held on both Tuesdays and Fridays.
After completing this course he is
Cadet Second Class
Cadet
Second Class.
he
given a test to see
qualified for
Training is held on Friday only. On Tuesday he is given an opportunity to take
up a special subject such as Mortar, Bren, Anti-tank, First Aid, Signals or Range
Course.
Schemes are
Although outdoor exercises are conducted in spring by the corps.
only allowed to those cadets who are invited by one of the Company Commanders
who
conducts schemes for their Company.
Senior Leaders and Junior NCOS Courses are conducted on Sunday afternoons.
these courses recapulation on
cadet training is taken, along with more
advanced training such
as Gas, Grenades and Technique of Instructing.
Intertainment is provided throughout the year such as dancing, bowling, Sports
and amateur show,
etc.
The question has been aroused
a number of times as to whether or not some of
assure you that there
the lads in our Corps are too young. But
our knoware,
The age is fourteen to eighteen inclusive.
ledge, only two cadets under age.
kmown as Bantam
Boys under five foot four
are put into a platoon of their own,
Platoon, The rest of the cadets are then divided into two other platoons, First
Platoon for Senior Cadets qualifying for First and Second Class Cadets. Second
Platoon for Recruits undergoing Third Class or Recruit Training.
Equipment for our training is obtained from the Reserve who's wonderful
co-operation has made our cadet corps worthwhile.
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LetzodHA COY.
tough time at Camp this year, as
the N.C.0.s except Cpl.
McCabe and two
Sgts, were in courses with the Regular Army.
(Speaking
the
regular Army, which N.C.0. will ever forget Sgt. Paquin?). But they
were
close
C
Coy for the pennant and besides
a
thing to
everyone enjoyed themselves.
Camp
As in the previous
party with Don Coy, and nobody can say
year,we had our
they didn't have a good night, even the Padre was heard to laugh. We should have
Own
A Vote of Thanks goes to the Queen'
more Company get-togethers.
Rifles and
The
Irish Regiment for standing in for the 48th Jnr. N.c.o.s on a night scheme
that we could attend our Coy Party.
We
were sorry to see Mjr. Cunningham leave the Coy., but he had to go to Pakistan
Potts has
for U.N.O. We shall miss him but wish. him all the best of luck.
We
been promoted to Cpl. and temporary Coy Cmdr.,
would like to see him hold the
permanent as he has done a
position
lot of good work for A Coy in such a short time.
We
have two new fathers in the Coy. Cpl. Winnal's wife had a brand new baby boy
and Pte. White's wife presented him
We hope mothers and
with a daughter.
children
ode
doing very well.
are
"A" Coy had
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0.R.A. Competition was held on 16th of October, The 48th turned out to a
was a wet dirty day, and nobody can be ashamed of
even though
any score they

We

it

would

like

to welcome our new

brothers Libby and Pte. Clarkson.
part of Canada's greatest Regiment.
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recruits, Pte.

We hope

"B" COY
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Wooldridge, Pte. Wyldes, the
stay a long time and be
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Welcome back and here we
are ready to start another training season. Needless
to say those who couldn't attend Summer Camp missed one of the highlights
of the
year. Everyone worked very hard this year to make
was.
a success, and
Unfortunately Pte. Sperry sprained his anke on the
day and pressed
blankets
for a mumber of days after. The only other casuality during camp was Pte. G. Reid
who together
with the sun and Buffalo had a very rosy complexion. One of the
Guard" by the 48th which took place
real highlights was "Mounting
at Fort George.
Baker Coy was ably represented with Cpls Quinn, Beaumont, and Ptes Ferguson, Shaw,
Johnson.
was a grand show fellows
Sports Day again showed a fine lot of
teamwork and although we
didn't win we came close and
think the 48th can take
a loss as well as a win in a Sportsman-like-way.
Baker Coy was chosen to put on
wiring demonstration for the Battalion, Everything came off successfully and
can be attributed to the fine cooperation between members
of Baker Coy.
Of course there were a few excursions to Buffalo and Niagara Falls which made
Our Company
the evenings very pleasant.
party at Camp was a success and we have
no intentions of arguing with Pte. Reid as to whether Scotland should be an
included on the programme were
independent
stories by celebrities
and a sing song.
Hext
(during the
0'Tulloch) we knew we had had
a
good time.
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Congratulations are in order to Cpls. Andrews and
Cpl. Beaumont who successfully passed their N.C.0.s courses.
During the summer a few of the lads took a
trip to Syracuse for the Highland
Games.
They even rated a picture in the local newspaper and by odd coincidence
was taken in front
coming from that
of a liquour store. Fan mail is
town to two of
our members, Ptes. Guiseppe and Reid. We heard many funny
stories from this trip and believe that everyone had a terrific time.
On behalf of the whole Company
would like to extend to L/Cpl. Sinclair and
bride our best wishes for a long and successful marriage. Also
a hearty welcome to
our new recruits McGuire, Flarity, Spates and Muise.
Looking at the Sylabus, this looks like a very interesting
year, thanks to the
efforts of Major Brown, and with everyone doing his part
we
get
sure
I'm
out
will
something
of this year.
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fellows.

After

fall trainingup period.
It
and we
just keep

such

a long rest you should
was a wonderful turnout
be back up there
in
place

all

dertainly

the
first parade,
will
first
once more.
There is one outstanding feat of valour, courage, endurance,
what
call
you
may, that took place at Camp Niagara this year.
That I'm sure will be remembered
for a long time by the Regiment and of course most of
"C"
Coy
by everyone
that is the 880 yard relay
which
there
were four streaks
"C"
from
lightning
in
Coy, who raced over the finish
line for the glory of the 48th. They were behind
440
yard mark when Pte. Turpin put on such a spectacular burst
at the
speed
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